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Introduction 

I have a great interest in modern-day mundane 

Finland, which led me to want to explore early 

history for my exploration in the SCA. While 

the cut of clothing is quite simple compared to 

later periods, I found the embellishment quite 

fascinating, including the coil-embellished 

women’s aprons and veils, men’s belts, and 

unisex cloaks. 

 

In November 2015 was able to visit Finland 

again and see some examples of Finnish coil 

work in person at the museum at Hämeenlinna. 

Unfortunately during this visit the exhibition at 

the National Museum of Finland (which also 

contains Finnish coil work) was closed to the 

public, so I was unable to visit that as well.  

Summary 

Coil-embellished aprons have been found in 

Finnish adult female-identified graves from the 

10
th

-13
th

 centuries. They appear to be the graves 

of upper-class women, and were probably a 

status symbol, as they’re most commonly found in graves with a high number of other 

metal grave goods. The fashion I’m exploring is Finnish, however use of these coils has 

been found from the same time period and earlier in other Baltic regions. The coils are 

exclusively made of bronze in period, but range in size and the kind of ornamentation 

they are used to create; no two extant aprons have the same designs. 

 

Because of the limited amount of information solely about Finnish coil-embellished 

aprons, I have also looked at extant shawls/mantles for examples of how the coils were 

used. 

 
Completed Finnish apron 
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Grave (Where) Who When What 

Eura Approximately 

45 year old 

woman 

1020-1050 CE Coil-embellished apron 50cm 

wide x 90cm+ long, with coils 

around the border and applied 

ornaments. 

Vilusenharju 

(Hämeenlinna) 

 1200 CE Shawl embellished with three 

sizes of coils 

Karelia  10
th

 century Bronze spirals along with other 

metal grave goods 

Kaarina 

(National 

Gallery) 

 Quantity of 

embellishment 

suggests 11
th

 

century 

Coil-embellished panel with 

border, corner, and appliqués. 

Kaukola Female-

identified grave 

12-13
th

 century Apron with threading yarns 

creating contrasting patterns 

with spiral appliqués. 

Perniö  Quantity of 

embellishment 

suggests 10
th

 

century 

Apron with spiral borders and 

corner ‘fans’. Unknown by 70 

cm. 

Humikkala in 

Masku 

(Hämeenlinna) 

 11
th

 century Spiral ornament on upper 

border of apron 

Humikkala in 

Masku 

(Hämeenlinna) 

 1100 CE Mantle with terminal 

ornaments, and tube-

embellished fringe. 
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Who  

Who would have worn this? 

Different examples of extant examples of Finnish coil 

work have offered different information about the 

probable owners. Grave finds are the largest source of 

evidence for how Finns dressed during the Bronze and 

Iron Ages, as almost no visual evidence remains. Since 

grave conditions in Finland aren’t favourable to the 

preservation of organic material, the best-preserved graves 

are those with abundant metal ornaments and grave goods. 

(Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander)  

Eura grave 

One of the best-documented examples of Finish coil work is from Eura in western 

Finland. The Information Centre of Euras´ Prehistory notes that the grave belonged to a 

woman approximately 45 years old and about 170 cm tall. They suggest that the remains 

from the grave indicate that the woman was of high social status, and was a “hardworking 

and respected member of her community”. Her outfit was made of wool, dyed with 

A chemical reaction 

between the metal and 

the organic material 

after burial helps 

preserve the organic 

material. 
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nettle, heather, and birch leaves, along with indigo-plant colour. This grave is known as 

grave 56. (Source: The Information Centre of Euras´ Prehistory) 

 

The Eura woman’s grave did not include full garments, 

but fabric remnants were found in strategic places which 

indicate that her outfit included a head dress, under dress, 

mantle dress, belt, and apron. Evidence from other graves 

suggest she likely would have had a cloak as well. The 

under dress was plain-weave wool with long sleeves, dyed 

dark blue, the mantle dress was a four-shaft twill wool 

dyed green, while the apron was lighter green. The apron 

was held on with a card-woven belt that also gave shape to 

the outfit. (Source: Bahn)  

Women versus girls? 

Children’s graves have also been found dated to this time period in Finland, and like their 

adult counterparts, some have been abundantly furnished with grave goods. Little girls 

could have worn dresses and cloaks like women (their graves show similar jewellery in a 

smaller size), however no evidence of aprons or veils have been found in children’s 

graves. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) This might suggest that only women (and not girls) 

wore coil-embellished aprons, or that only women were buried with coil-embellished 

garments.  

Who would have made this? 

My other research into Viking Age 

wirework suggests that wire was likely 

made by a specialist, but that jewellery was 

made by both specialists and individuals.  

 

Extrapolating this to the creation of the 

coils might suggest that either individuals 

or specialists could have done the coiling. I 

have been unable to find any evidence for 

either or both.  

 

Since there are no repeated patterns or designs in any of the extant coil-embellished 

aprons, it’s likely that an individual embellished each apron, and that they were not a 

‘mass-market’ or specialist trade. 

What  

Bronze coils have been found with a variety of characteristics. The wire used on men’s 

belts dated to the 9
th

 century was 1.5mm (approximately 15 gauge) wide or larger, and 

the tube diameter was as much as 5mm. Thinner wire became more popular over time. 

Satu Hovi shared a replica of a 10
th

 century men’s cloak with a wire diameter of 0.5 mm 

(approximately 24 gauge), and a apron replica of an 11
th

 century find where the diameter 

of the tubes is about 3mm, using 1mm (approximately 18 gauge) wire. (Source: Hovi)  

A male grave from the 

same area has been dated 

to the early 10
th

 century 

and included a yellow silk 

shirt. (Source: The 

Information Centre of 

Euras´ Prehistory) 

Diane Hedström interpreted work 

done by another costume maker, 

and speculated that the person who 

applied the coils may not have been 

the same person who made the 

coils from wire. “Weaver and spiral 

maker were not always one and the 

same person”. 
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The extant example I viewed in the 

museum at Hämeenlinna has more than one 

gauge of wire used within the same 

garment, and the diameter of the tube 

varies as well. This might be stylistic, or 

perhaps different parts of the 

embellishment were added at different 

times. 

 

How intricately the aprons were 

embellished also evolved over time.  

 Aprons dated to the 9
th

 century had 

only fan-shaped coil decorations at the 

corners of the aprons. 

 Aprons dated to the 10
th

 century had the fan-shaped corner decorations and aprons 

were outlined in coil ‘beads’. 

 Aprons dated to the 11
th

 century had the fan-shaped corner decorations, were outlined 

in coils, and had applied coil ornaments attached to the apron. (Source: Hovi) 

 

The copper alloy used for Northern European Iron Age for jewellery contained more zinc 

than tin (Source: Rutins) which are actually quite similar to present day brass. (Source: 

Hedström)  

 

Krista Vajanto offers some general descriptions of Late Iron Age Finnish aprons: 

 Woven of 2/2 twill wool, usually with tubular selvedges. 

 Usually with starting and finishing borders. 

 Worn by folding the upper edge over a belt, tied around the body. 

 During the Viking Age, aprons were approximately 50 x 90 cm. 

 “Bronze spiral rosettes” were used at the lower hem only.  

 Corners were decorated as well, and the aprons were bordered with spirals 

 

Krista’s examination appears to be in slight contrast with the distinctions based on time 

delivered by Satu Hovi. (Above) 

 

By the mid-11
th

 century, Krista Vajanto notes that aprons: 

 Became shorter and narrower 

 Had rows of bronze spiral borders 

 Belts may have been sewn to the apron, or fastened with loops to belts at upper 

corners. 

 Apron hems in the Karelian finds were decorated with a wide spiral pattern. 

Vilusenharju shawl 

The remains displayed at Hämeenlinna is known as the Vilusenharju shawl. Finnish 

artisan Mervi Pasanen discussed on the Finnish Iron Age Facebook group 

(https://www.facebook.com/groups/1539523662935814/permalink/1644844995737013/) 

 
Example from Hämeenlinna 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1539523662935814/permalink/1644844995737013/
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that the tubes making up the stacked border of this shawl are only 3cm long, and made of 

wire about 1.5mm in diameter (approximately 14-15 gauge).  

 

Unfortunately, the display did not include 

any ruler or guide for measurement so I had 

to estimate myself. There are three 

different kinds of embellishments on this 

shawl, in three different diameters of coils. 

 There is a border of stacked coils at the 

two short edges. This border seems to 

have originally gone edge-to-edge. 

These coils I estimated at about 2cm 

long (not 3cm long as Mervi stated), 

and based on that measurement, I 

estimate the diameter to be about 5mm 

wide. The wire for this was fairly fine – I estimated it to be approximately 20-22 

gauge, though this incredibly difficult to assess. 

 The border outlining the shawl on the long edges appeared to be approximately 1cm 

in diameter, made with wire much thicker than the stacked border, I would guess at 

about 16-18 gauge, though again, this is very difficult to assess. The remaining coils 

appear to be pairs of coils spaced approximately 1.5cm apart. 

 The motifs are made with much finer wire, I would estimate it at 24-26 gauge. The 

individual lengths of coil appeared to be about 5mm long, with a diameter of about 

5mm as well. There are also two-coil spirals in the motif, which appear to be made of 

the same wire, with the same diameter of coil. The motifs are round, though I don’t 

identify a clear design or familiar shape. 

 

I was not able to get a sense of the measurement of the finished shawl, however Krista 

Vajanto notes that Finnish Late Iron Age shawls/cloaks/mantles found in female-

identified graves were rectangular between 90-100 cm on the short end, and 150-160 cm 

on the long end. She also notes that the 

most common colour for shawls was 

dark blue, and were usually a 2/2 twill 

wool. She notes that they were 

frequently decorated with bronze 

spirals, but that the embellishment made 

with these spirals was unique to each 

shawl.  

Eura apron 

 The apron found in grave 56 at Eura 

was bordered around all sides with 

bronze spirals, and due to this 

embellishment, the apron is determined 

to be about 50cm wide and just over 

90cm long. This was likely woven to 

 
Re-creation of the corner fan-shaped 

ornament by Mervi Pasanen 

 
Vilusenharju shawl 
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size, as it appears that it “had been woven so that the starting border was at the hem and 

the end border was at the waist. It also had tube-like selvages at the sides”. This 

suggested that it was started by tablet-weaving with long weft threads that would become 

the warp threads on a warp-weighted loom. “The spiral rows surrounding the apron are 

threaded onto separate cords. One long and three short spirals alternate on this band and it 

is sewn to the apron borders in between the spirals”. There is further description of the 

corner fans, which are made at the end threads of the starting and ending borders, rather 

than being applied on after the fabric was fully finished. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) 

 

Five applied spiral ornaments were added to the cloth (originally there were likely nine of 

these). Each of the five that remain are different from one another, but each is made “of 

long spirals straighten in several parts”. These strips of spirals were placed “crosswise 

with each other so that the straightenings meet”. Corners of the ornaments were finished 

by short spirals in a variety of ways, and the ornaments have been threaded using red 

finger-loop braid. Reconstructed versions of this outfit show a mirrored set of ornaments, 

since it was the right-hand side ornaments that were destroyed, but there is no evidence to 

suggest that this was how the original looked. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) 

Mixed metals 

My modern-day mundane aesthetic doesn’t mix metal colours when it comes to jewellery 

and other adornments; however the extant Finnish finds indicate that this aesthetic was 

not typical. In illustrating reproduction jewellery, Finnish company Kalevala Jewelry 

shows: 

 silver cast brooches and pendants worn with sheet bronze, bronze wire, and cast 

bronze jewellery elements. (The Mikkeli Tuukkalan outfit)  

 silver cast brooches, silver wire pins, silver sheet, and silver wire trichinopoly head 

dresses worn with cast bronze brooches and pendants, sheet bronze adorned knife 

cases, and bronze wire chains. (The Ancient Karelian costume) 

 bronze rings, chains, bracelets and 

brooches worn with a beaded 

necklace with silver coins and silver 

cast (or perhaps sheet) pendants. 

(Eura dress) 

 

Further, in the examination of the Karelia 

grave finds, Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-

Hilander notes that chains from this area 

in the 12
th

 and 13
th

 centuries were 

“always of iron” rather than bronze, worn 

with bronze brooches. While this 

statement further illustrates the 

willingness to mix metals, the chains I’ve 

seen in person (both in Finland and through a Swedish exhibit) have been identified as 

bronze – though dates have not always been included. 

 

 

 
Chains attributed to a “Baltic style” 

found in Munsö, Uppland, Sweden 
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When 

Experts Satu Hovi and Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-Hilander agree that the use of bronze coils 

in Finland started around 800 CE on men’s clothing, but disagree on when the coils 

reached their height of popularity. Hovi suggests that the 11
th

 century was the time when 

the coils were the most popular, while Lehtosalo-Hilander writes that the use of the coils 

on men’s clothing reached it’s height of popularity in the first half of the 10
th

 century. 

She adds that women’s fashion was a bit behind, and the richest finds in graves identified 

as female have been dated to the 12
th

 and 13
th

 centuries. (Sources: Hovi, Lehtosalo-

Hilander) 

Eura graves 

Over 1,300 graves have been found in this area, dating as far back as the late Iron Age: 

600-1200 CE. One of the best-known graves is #56, the one attributed to an 

approximately 45-year-old woman. Coins on the woman’s necklace are from the Arabian 

Peninsula, Middle Russia, Germany and England, the youngest of which (the British 

coin) is from between 1018-1024 CE indicating the woman was buried sometime after 

that time frame, and the grave has been dated to between 1020-1050 CE. (Source: The 

Information Centre of Euras´ Prehistory) 

The Vilusenharju shawl 

This is the extant example I was able to view in person at Hämeenlinna, Finland. The 

museum indicated that it’s dated to 1200 CE, and that the shawl was from grave 2 in 

Tampere. 

Where 

Extant examples of Finnish coil work have largely been excavated from gravesites. There 

have been a number of areas that have been explored to date, however Finnish graves of 

this time period are “generally shallow, about 40 to 100 centimetres deep” and have been 

dug in either fine sand or gravel. The grave conditions are not especially favourable to the 

preservation of organic substances like textiles, however the bronze ornaments added to 

graves have helped preserve some elements. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander)  

 

There appear to be regional differences in how the spirals were used, though this is also 

affected by time – there are not enough extant examples to be certain which fashions 

were affected by which factors. On the Finnish Iron Age Facebook group 

(https://www.facebook.com/groups/1539523662935814/permalink/1644844995737013/) 

Diane Hedström states that finds from central Finland formed patterns with just interlaced 

stripes of coils- where the threading yarn can not be seen. (Illustrating grave #27 in 

Kaarina Kirkkomäki). In contrast, she illustrates an example from the Kaukola area in 

eastern Finland, where the threading yarn is used to create patterns in contrast to the 

metal spirals. This example has been dated to the 12-13
th

 century.  

 

Corner ornaments are very common in south-west Finland “and in Satakunta, but they 

have not been found in eastern Finland” (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) which might 

suggest a different regional trend, or adoption of the coil-embellished apron trend period.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1539523662935814/permalink/1644844995737013/
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The map above I created to give some idea of the general areas where the examples 

discussed below were found.  

 The bright yellow pin – Eura 

 The lime-green pin – Tampere (Hämeenlinna is south of Tampere) 

 The kelly-green pin - Kaarina 

 The blue pin is the Kaukola area 

 The orange pin – Perniö 

 The brown pin – Masku 

 The purple pin is Joensuu, which is the largest modern city in what was the historic 

Karelia province. I don’t know where the specific finds were. 

 

Eura 

The gravesites from Eura showed that the dead 

were buried in festive garments, with beautiful 

jewellery. Gravesites that have been identified as 

male have also included weapons and scythes, 

while female-identified graves were found with 

knives and sickles. Graves also included 

evidence of food packed into clay jars. Trade 

weights and purses of silver coins also have been 

found, which strongly indicate complex trade 

connections with peoples near and far. Some of 

the graves from the Iron Age were wooden 

coffins (a chieftain’s grave from the end of the 6
th

 

There is limited information 

about Finnish life prior to 500 

CE because of cremation (along 

with decay of organic 

materials). Cremation still was 

practiced after 500 CE, but more 

individuals were buried after 

then as well. Viking Age 

Scandinavians also practised 

cremation. (Sources: Lehtosalo-

Hilander, Kangasvuo)  
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century in on Käräjämäki hill) while others were burial cairns (690 cairns dated 200-575 

CE). (Source: The Information Centre of Euras´ Prehistory) Along with the silver coins, 

burials from this area also include beads from the Mediterranean and Asia, along with 

Frankish swords. (Source: Bahn) 

Vilusenharju 

This shawl (remains) is the one I saw in 

person at the Hämeenlinna museum The 

museum exhibit stated that the fabric for 

the mantle was cut – not woven to size, 

and the cut ends were finished with 

blanket stitches. The shawl was from 

grave 2 in Tampere. 

 

The embellishment was made on a 

separate band, which then was sewn onto 

the mantle. Since most of the other 

examples seem to have the coils formed 

into a motif, and then sewn onto the 

garment directly, I wonder if this means 

that the adornment was moved from one garment to another, and the original fabric was 

left backing the coils. This might suggest that the fashion wasn’t limited exclusively to 

burial wear, and instead was something worn frequently enough for the original garment 

to have been damaged? Alternately the second fabric may have been a contrasting colour 

added for a bolder fashion. The museum doesn’t indicate colour of the original fabrics.  

 

The mantle fastened with loops, which were embellished with spirals in the shape of 

stars. There was also a small quatrefoil design in the centre of the mantle. The museum 

noted that the style was similar to those found in Estonia, in both graves and in a basket 

of needlework found in an ancient stronghold at Lahavere. (Source: Museum at 

Hämeenlinna) 

Humikkala in Masku 

There are two grave finds from Humikkala in 

Masku on display at the museum at Hämeenlinna. 

One is from the 11
th

 century and is a bronze spiral 

ornament from the upper border of an apron. The 

museum did not indicate size or colour of this 

garment.  

 

The second extant example was a “terminal 

ornament of a mantle from South-Western Finland”. 

The mantle was created by first making tablet 

woven bands with long weft threads, which were 

then used as the warp on a warp-weighted loom. 

Sometimes human remains 

can assist in determining 

the gender of the deceased, 

however frequently 

scientists have identified 

gender based on the grave 

goods. This may lead to 

incorrect gender 

assignment. Hence my term 

“female-identified”. 

 
Vilusenharju shawl 
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The spirals are used on the ends, with thread passing through the tubes and ending as a 

fringe. This example is dated to 1100 CE. (Source: Museum at Hämeenlinna) 

Karelia  

A gravesite found in Karelia (once a Finnish area, now geo-politically split between 

Finland and Russia) included burials dated to the 10
th

 century. The female-identified 

grave goods from one of the graves had typical Scandinavian, Baltic, and Finnish items, 

including two Scandinavian oval ‘turtle’ brooches, “two boat-shaped cast bracelets, a 

Baltic-Finnish arbalet-like brooch, a neck ring, and a spiral bracelet, two round Finnish 

concave-convex brooches, finger-rings, beads, and bronze spirals.” Other graves from 

this area did not include bronze coils, but and had other grave goods. (Source: Saksa)  

 

Doctor Theodor Schvindt (as quoted by Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-Hilander) indicated that 

the apron was the most imposing element of the Karelian woman’s outfit, embellished 

with bronze spirals. Still, he noted that the spirals were not worn as frequently as the 

breast ornaments (brooches and chains).  

Kaarina 

Grave #27 in Kaarina Kirkkomäki, 

contained a coil-embellished panel. 

While the centre (unembellished) part of 

the garment has not survived the 

centuries, the edges decorated with the 

bronze spirals survived in part. 

 

Krista Vajanto noted that the shawl 

found in the Kaarina Kirkkomäki grave 

#1 “differs from the dark blue shawl 

cloaks by colour and by the lack of 

bronze spiral decoration”. Her work is 

specifically on dyes, and she notes that 

this shawl was dyed with lichen instead.  

 

The quantity of the embellishments on the Kaarina apron suggests that it was from the 

11
th

 century according to Satu Hovi’s description, and Vajanto also indicates that grave 

#1 is dated to the 11
th

 century.  
 

 
Photo from the National Gallery in Helsinki 
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Close up of embellishment on fragment from the National Gallery in Helsinki 

Kaukola 

In a number of women’s graves from the Kekomäki cemetery in Kaukola, an idea of 

woman’s dress can be gathered. These graves are from the 12-13
th

 centuries, and show 

brocade bands worn around the head, veils with spiral bronze borders, neck ribbons with 

silver adornments, and brooches worn at the neckline. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) 

 

Diane Hedström referred to graves here as well, illustrating that the fashion of coil-

embellished apron from this time/place used the threading yarn to create designs along 

with the bronze spirals.  

 

Krista Vajanto indicates that grave #1 is dated to he 13-14
th

 century, and has been 

identified as a female grave. The apron has a hem with bronze spirals, crossing the width 

of the apron. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) 

 

The ornamentation on the apron from grave #5 “is composed of several quadrangular 

pieces made of small bronze spirals, horsehair, and woolen thread”. (Source: Lehtosalo-

Hilander)  

Perniö 

Finds from Yliskylä in Perniö (and Ristinpelto in Lieto) include textile fragments more 

than a meter long, but are very unusual. These graves were excavated in 1893, and were 

“the best-preserved in all of Finland”, and archaeologist Hjalmar Appelgren-Kivalo 

began to shape the way women’s dress in Eastern Finland from pre-history was being 

studied. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) 

 

The apron and mantle buried on the women buried in Perniö were detailed enough, and 

recorded enough by researchers to offer a good base for reconstruction. The mantle found 
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in grave #6 was ornamented on all sides by spirals, which demonstrate that the mantle 

was 147 cm long without fringes, and 94 cm wide. There was a 1 cm “broad spiral 

plaiting” on the long sides, and “crosswise braided warp threads, tablet-woven bands and 

fringes” and an ornament made of spirals on the short sides. Every corner has roundels 

made of long and short spirals. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander)  

 

The aprons were bordered with spirals around the edges, and the apron corners were 

decorated with small fan-like ornaments. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) The remains of 

the apron are only a few centimetres wide, but the length is nearly 70 centimetres. 

(Source: Vajanto & Bommel) 

Tuukkalan 

Finds from Tuukkala in Mikkeli (Savo) indicate that the cloth fragments were originally a 

basic brown (I speculate that this means an undyed wool, natural brown from the sheep) 

with red, blue, and yellow stripes. These colours were bold and bright. Grave #36 

included a textile fragment with a preserved seam and fringes. (Source: Lehtosalo-

Hilander) 

The Lativan connection 

While there are several elements of Scandinavian fashion from this time period seen in 

Finnish costume, there are also many elements in common with the Latvian and other 

Baltic fashion.  

 

Finnish burials rarely include the typical oval “turtle” shoulder brooches, while the 

bronze coil embellishment are seen in Latvian costume from this time period. (Source: 

Bahn) Other personal adornment shared between people of the Baltics and Finno-Ugrian 

tribes include styles of bracelets and rings. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander)  

 
Several speculative dress reconstruction designs 
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Why 

The question of why women’s aprons were embellished with bronze coils can only be 

speculative. Since examples of this style have come from grave finds, we can only see 

how the dead were dressed. If we had paintings, illustrations, illuminations, statuary, or 

written reports as we do for some later periods, we might have a better-rounded idea of 

where and when this fashion was worn. (As well as a more definitive idea about who 

wore this style.)  

 

Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-Hilander comments that some grave finds have indicated that 

dead women were dressed in fine attire, but covered up with large cloaks. Other women 

were dressed finely, but wrapped in the cloaks. Men on the other hand seem to have been 

buried with the cloaks on their shoulders as they would have been worn. This discrepancy 

suggests that some of the clothing may have served multiple purposes in burials, and 

burials alone can not be judged as a direct representation of how the person was dressed 

before death.  

How 

There appears to be two variations on how coils were applied – in some cases coils were 

strung onto warp threads while warping the loom for weaving, and woven into the fabric. 

In other cases, coils were strung onto a variety of stringing materials and formed into 

motifs which were then sewn onto finished fabric. I’ll focus on motifs applied to finished 

fabric. 

Eura grave – applied motifs 

How the spirals were created is not known with certainty from the extant example, 

however The Information Centre of Euras´ Prehistory indicates that the Eura woman’s 

grave included an apron “framed in it’s entirety with valuable bronze spirals. The cloth 

used was usually finer and thinner wool than the regular dress cloth.” I was unsure about 

how to interpret this; did this mean that the apron was of a finer woven wool fabric than 

the dress fabric? Did it mean that the wool yarn used to apply the spirals was of a finer 

and thinner quality than the wool yarns used to weave the apron fabric? The museum’s 

replica clearly showed an applied spiral motif however, rather than being woven into the 

apron fabric during its construction. (Source: The Information Centre of Euras´ 

Prehistory) 

 

Along with the woman’s apron, there were also applied spiral decorations found that had 

once been attached to either a cloak or tunic from Eura. Satu Hovi describes that these 

coils were “threaded onto bands made by fingerlooping technique”.  

Yliskylä in Perniö – applied bands 

On the mantle found at Perniö, Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-Hilander writes that the 

embellishment on the long sides of the cloth were “braided as separate bands, and the 

equal length of the spirals has been very important for these ornaments”. Likewise she 

notes that the roundels at the corners were made separately and applied to the garment. 
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Threading the coils 

A display at the Finnish National Museum in Helsinki indicates that along with 

fingerloop braided wool, stringing materials used to string spirals included: 

 “Strong plied yarn 

 (narrow tablet-woven) bands 

  horsehair 

 human hair 

 plied hemp 

 linen yarn” 

 

Satu Hovi relates work done by researcher Tyyni Vahter, which stated that Finnish 

women built “their spiral ornaments with red yarn dyed with madder”, and that the yarn 

was quite fine, then looped into finger-loop cord for use. 

 

Another protein fibre used in Finland to thread bronze spirals was horsehair. Krista 

Vajanto writes that this was unique to Eastern Finland, where “horse (Equus ferus 

caballus) tail hairs were used make bronze spiral ornamentation”. She also notes that 

textile finds from Kekomäki included coarse deer (Cervini species) hair mixed in with 

sheep’s wool, but this does not indicate that this was used specifically for the spiral 

application.  

My construction 

Satu Hovi indicates that none of the aprons that have been found have duplicate styles of 

embellishment; each one is unique. With this in mind I didn’t feel as though I was tied to 

any particular style of decoration using the coils. However, there were trends I wanted to 

be aware of, both in time frame (more embellishment found on later aprons than on 

earlier ones) and region (a suggestion that different areas may have had trends in terms of 

the appliqué construction). 

Trends 

Despite the fact that no aprons appeared to be identical, I wanted to take a look at what 

evidence was available to influence my choices. 

 

Fabric – although the aprons likely would have been woven to size, this isn’t an option 

currently available to me (due to time, space, and financial limitations). However, the 

Vilusenharju shawl was evidently cut from fabric, with the edges finished with a blanket 

stitch.  

 

Apron size – I was able to find information about only a few aprons with regards to their 

overall size. The Eura apron (11
th

 century) was 50 cm wide by 90 cm long. Reports do 

not include where along its length it was folded. The Perniö apron (10
th

 century) was 70 

cm in one direction, with the other direction unknown. With these measurements in mind, 

I opted to make my apron 50x90cm.  

 

Quantity & design of embellishment – as another costume element I’m working on is 

from the 11
th

 century, I decided to base my project on the trend of quantity from the 11
th
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century as well. Aprons from this time period have fan-shaped corner decorations, were 

outlined with a border of coils, and had applied coil ornaments attached to the apron. 

 

Size of coils – Determining what gauge of wire to use, and how large to make the coils 

was a more challenging historically-informed choice.  

 

Example Coil 

length 

Coil 

diameter 

Wire 

gauge 

Date 

Eura (reconstruction)   24 and 25 11
th

 century 

Mikkeli Tuukkalan 

(reconstruction) 

18mm 

12mm 

2.5mm 

   

Mikkeli Region (reconstruction) 15mm 

4mm 

3mm 

   

Diane’s Kaarina Kirkkomäki 

reconstruction 

3mm 3mm 24 12-13
th

 

century 

Satu Hovi’s statement  3 mm 18 11
th

 century 

Vilusenharju shawl (my visual 

estimate) 

2cm 5mm 20-22 1200 CE 

Vilusenharju shawl (my visual 

estimate) 

2 coils 1cm 16-18 1200 CE 

Vilusenharju shawl (my visual 

estimate) 

5mm 5mm 24-26 1200 CE 

Vilusenharju (Mervi’s statement) 3cm  14-15 1200 CE 

 

As there was limited information available, I chose to include the shawl that I had a great 

deal of information for as a large factor in making choice for the apron. It’s my 

consideration that if the coils were made by someone other than the person who applied 

the coils to the garment, then they would have had some standard sizes, and thus the 

shawl coils could have just as well been used on an apron.  

 

With all of this in mind, I decided to make my coils using 22 and 24-gauge brass wire, 

around two different sized mandrels. 

Creating the coils 

For my early attempts at making the coils, I used two different kinds of wire: 

 

Wire source Gauge Roll size Number of lengths Length of coil strip 

Rona 22 10.4 meters 5 13-15 cm 

I found this wire very stiff and difficult to coil smoothly 

Fire Mountain 

Gems 

24 18 meters 4 13-15 cm 

This wire was intended for jewellery-making and was much easier to work with 
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I used a winding tool purchased from Fire Mountain Gems, because I found the 

technique of just winding it around a mandrel (like a knitting needle or dowel) to 

be too difficult to maintain consistency. Even with the tool it took a while before 

becoming more smooth and consistent with the coiling. I tried using an electric 

drill to speed up the process, but found that this did not help with consistency 

(and thus economy of material). 

 

For my later work, I purchased and used 

the following: 

 22 gauge brass wire from Fire 

Mountain Gems 

 24 gauge brass wire from Fire 

Mountain Gems 

 24 gauge brass wire from Beads & 

Plenty More 

 22 gauge brass wire from Beads & 

Plenty More 

 22 gauge brass wire from Rona 

 

I originally started with wire from Fire Mountain Beads, however once I had made up all 

of my strips, I realised that for all of the work I wanted to ultimately do, that I’d need 

more wire. The wire from Beads & Plenty More is a slightly different colour; likely with 

a higher copper content than the other brass wire. I ended up using this wire for my apron 

exclusively, and will use the other coils for future projects. 

 

Once I had the hang of winding the coils, I was able to wind up the roll of 18 

meters in about 30-45 minutes, with assistance with someone holding the tool 

while I unwound more wire from the spool every so often. The winding is fairly 

time-consuming for such a seemingly small but vital aspect of this project.  

 

I didn’t cut my coils apart at this point, as some of my long coils would be treated 

differently depending on their eventual purpose. 

Creating the motifs 

As I don’t have the equipment (or time, 

space, or other resources at the moment) to 

weave my own fabric, I opted to use the 

technique of creating motifs and applying 

them to ready-made fabric. For all of these 

motifs, I used the 24-gauge brass wire from 

Beads & Plenty More for the final versions 

of my apron. 

 

The first motifs I made are square/diamond 

shaped. To make these I: 

1. Divided the 24-gauge coils in one strip 

 
First version of the square/diamond 

motifs with the blue yarn. 

 
Assortment of finished coils 
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every five coils. 

2. Cut the long strips into lengths of five small groupings of five.  

3. For each motif (I made two in this style) I cut four lengths for the horizontal and four 

for the vertical.  

4. I stacked up the lines, and used a tapestry needle to string the coils and connect them. 

 For my first attempts I used a blue silk-bamboo yarn, however this was too “fluffy”, 

and the yarn shredded. 

 For my second version, and what I used for this project, I chose two strands of linen 

yarn instead.  

 

The next motif I made was the large square/diamond 

motif. This I made in the same manner, but used longer 

strips with more divisions.  

 

The third motif I made was the fan-shaped motifs for 

the corners of the apron.  

I tried creating fingerloop braid out of wool (unplied 

wool yarn) but the result was far too thick to go 

through the coils. Next I did a three-strand braid of red 

linen yarn, and found this quite suitable for stringing 

the coils. However, I also tried an unbraided version 

and found that I was able to do far more passes of the 

yarn, which helped make the motif more stable. For the 

remaining motifs, I chose to continue with the 

unbraided linen yarn. 

 

The fourth, and most complicated motif is the cross motif, which I did last. This was 

made using two different lengths of divided coils, and a number of individual small 

spirals. Just inter-linking the crosses between the divisions was not enough to hold this 

design in place, it needed to be built differently, and the terminal edges were finished 

with tiny coils. 

 

   
Dividing the coils Stringing some of the coils Adding in more coils 

 

Assembling the apron 

 
Starting the fan-shaped 

motif 
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My prototype apron, made for Winter War 2015 in 

Borealis was 61 cm wide by the width of the fabric, 

114.5 cm long. The fabric was dense natural creamy 

white 100% wool from 3-Star Fabrics in Calgary. 

(Approximately $16.00/meter). The fabric was 

dense enough that I didn’t feel the need to finish the 

edges elaborately, and instead did a colour-matched 

running stitch with pearl cotton (I should have used 

wool or linen) and then a blanket stitch which was a 

documented finishing technique in dark blue linen. 

The embellishment was made with brass coils, 

which I formed into a long strip for the hem of the 

apron. The ends of the strip were finished with fan-

shaped motifs. All of the coils were strung on dark 

blue linen. After making the prototype and doing 

significant additional research I realised there were a 

number of areas in which I could have made 

improvements. This led me to create my second 

apron.  

 

For my second apron, I used the same natural creamy white 100% wool from 3-Star 

Fabrics in Calgary. I pre-washed the fabric to remove any sizing and pre-shrink it 

slightly. I don’t anticipate ever washing this apron, but I thought pre-shrinking it might 

help full it a bit more to limit the edges fraying. I cut the yardage to 60cm by 90cm, and 

finished the short edges with a blanket stitch using blue linen yarn. Blue seems to be a 

popular colour for Finnish textiles. 

 

For the borders, I wanted to use red linen yarn stitches (red has been found for coil 

embellishment on extant garments) to sew on the coils, and I wanted them to stand out. 

My first attempt at this was to just sew the coils on using a blanket stitch to hem the long 

edge at the same time. When I completed the side, I realised that the blanket stitches were 

too far apart (spaced by the coils) to sufficiently hem the fabric, so I removed the coils 

and stitching and moved onto version 2.  

 

   
Blue blanket stitch Unsuccessful border 

application 

Testing different yarn types 

 

For the second attempt, I auditioned four different variations: 

 Pulling yarn from the remaining fabric – this didn’t work because the thread broke. 

 
My first apron 
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 Pulling yarn from the fabric, and plying two strands together using my drop spindle – 

this was effective, but exceptionally time-consuming. 

 Unbleached linen yarn – I appreciated this because the fibre content was the same as 

the other yarn I’m using on the project, but the colour was darker than the fabric. 

 A 100% wool lace-weight yarn in a colour to match the fabric – this worked well and 

is what I went with. 

 

I used the wool yarn to blanket stitch the 

hem, and then went over the hem with the 

coils, attaching them with a blanket stitch 

using red linen yarn. 

 

For the embellishment, I calculated that I 

would need 180 cm of coils (approximately) 

to do the border along the outside. With most 

of my coil strips being 13-15 cm long, this 

would mean I’d need approximately 14 

strips.  These I made using 22 gauge wire, 

and on the larger mandrel. I applied these as 

a border on the long edges of the apron using 

linen yarn.  

 

And then.. disaster 

I used a chalk roller to draw a guideline to apply the hem motifs. When I went to brush 

this off, it didn’t come off. So I decided to wash the apron gently in the sink, getting only 

the areas with the chalk wet.  

 

… Turns out my red linen yarn isn’t colourfast. 

 

Next steps 

With the red linen having bled onto my 

white wool, my next steps will involve 

removing all of the coils from this wool 

fabric, undoing all of the holding threads 

connecting my motifs, and re-threading them 

with colourfast yarn, then re-applying them 

to new fabric.  

 

I am also interested in trying the woven-band 

decoration like the mantle found at Perniö. 

This will require a huge amount of very 

small coils, so I anticipate making these will 

take a great deal of time. 

 

 
Applying the motifs to the hem of the 

apron 

 
Some of the finished and unfinished 

small coils 
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To complete my Finnish Late Iron Age/Viking Age outfit, I would also like to try tablet 

weaving to make a belt, and try to make a (coil-embellished) hat and mantle to go with 

this outfit. 
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Appendix 

Elsewhere in the Baltics 

The Latvian connection 

As previously mentioned there were similarities between Finnish styles and styles 

common in other Baltic areas. Anna Zariņa discussed Latvian examples, which may not 

necessarily be used to directly describe Finnish examples, but may be used to give further 

insight to the development of the craft. It is notable that her work is published only in 

Latvian, and I used Google Translate to translate the work to English- thus translation 

errors and thus comprehension errors may occur. 

 

Anna Zariņa discusses the oldest Latvian spirals dated to the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 centuries (Bronze 

Age) and were favoured for necklaces. The spirals themselves were 4-5mm in diameter, 

and were made from both strips of bronze and wire. In the 7
th

 century spirals were used to 

decorate warp ends of fabric shawls, and by the 12
th

 century they were still in style, 

though the spiral diameter had shrunk to an average size of 3mm. 

Interestingly, from this same time period spirals were found alongside bronze buttons 

used to fasten clothing, but I haven’t heard of buttons used to fasten clothing in Iron Age 

or Viking Age Finland. 

 

Zarina goes on to illustrate the use of spirals in Latvian shawls – both added in during the 

weaving of the cloth, and applied as ornaments after the weaving was complete. She also 

illustrates their use in belts, head dresses, and strung on necklaces like beads in various 

lengths. Interestingly, she does NOT illustrate their use on aprons – but the shawls are 

very small… perhaps about the same size as a large Finnish apron – could this be how the 

style moved north? 

 

While the most common colour for shawls in Late Iron Age Finland was dark blue, 

likewise dark blue shawls were also common in Late Iron Age Latvia, though Krista 

Vajanto notes that the Latvian shawls were more heavily embellished with metal 

ornamentation. 
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The Estonian connection 

An exhibit at the Estonian National Museum is highlighted in the museum’s blog 

(January 2015) which shows extant examples of bronze coils used for embellishment 

from the 11
th

 to 16
th

 centuries. These embellishments follow similar designs to the 

Finnish examples, and illustrate both coils strung on yarns and then woven into fabric, as 

well as stand-alone motifs which would have been appliquéd onto finished fabric. 

Archaeologist Catherine Rammo discusses that the coils have been found dated back to 

the 10
th

 century, but that other Baltic zones have similar embellishments dating as early 

as the 4-5
th

 centuries.  

(Source: http://blog.erm.ee/?p=5872 Translated with Google Translate.) 

 

Colour trends also seem to cross from Estonia like Latvia – like the most common dark 

blue shawls in Finland, Estonians also appeared to favour dark blue with metal 

ornamentation between the 12-15
th

 centuries. Some of these shawls had “geometric 

patterns woven using blue woollen warps and white linen wefts”. 

Cultural context 

Although it’s not possible to know for certain if the coil-embellished aprons were 

restricted to a particular age/marital status/etc of woman, there is speculation on some of 

the cultural factors relating to the apron. Jenni Sahramaa suggests that aprons found in 

graves don’t necessarily represent a woman’s day-to-day apron worn to protect clothing, 

but rather a symbolic apron used to protect the wearer after death, and as a status symbol 

of wealth. She cites folklore to suggest that aprons were symbolically ‘protecting’ a 

married woman, and thus women with aprons would either be married, or perhaps 

unmarried but pregnant. (Source: Sahramaa, Jenni. The Ancient Finns Aprons. DULCE 

ET UTILE.September 2011. http://tinctoria.blogspot.ca/2011/09/muinaissuomalaiset-

esiliinat.html Translated with Google Translate.) 

 

Diane Hedström writes “according to many archaeologists, the apron was a very 

important part of the Norse Fin outfit and in some cases, so important that a woman was 

not allowed to work during harvest times without wearing an apron.” Unfortunately she 

doesn’t refer to any published sources for this cultural context, but adds that the apron 

was “a sign of a married woman and a woman without an apron was seen as available”. 

She also has some speculation about the meaning behind the coils, suggesting there was a 

“connection with rituals and fertility symbols”. She elaborates that the “more bronze 

spirals a woman had on (her) apron, the more she was protected from ‘bad spirits’ and 

that the spirals protected her womb and female parts”. I have to question this, as I would 

expect that an expensive protector of female fertility would be lost on the dead, and 

would be much better to hand down to a daughter to ensure her fertility. Still, both 

theories are only speculation. Diane does go on to suggest that spirals were “a way to 

show wealth; a lot of spirals = a lot of wealth”.  

 

In her academic dissertation, University of Helsinki doctoral student Krista Vajanto 

discusses the northern Estonian 12-13
th

 century aprons, noting that they were as common 

as the Finnish versions. She notes as well that in Latvia, the embellished aprons were less 

common, but some resemble the Karelian finds, and notes that it “has been suggested that 

http://blog.erm.ee/?p=5872
http://tinctoria.blogspot.ca/2011/09/muinaissuomalaiset-esiliinat.html
http://tinctoria.blogspot.ca/2011/09/muinaissuomalaiset-esiliinat.html
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the aprons and their spiral ornaments had magical and fertility aspects for the females”. 

She also notes that the waist aprons were distinctly different from the Scandinavian 

aprons which were suspended from the shoulders instead like pinafores. 

 

The Estonian National Museum also speculates on the context for coil-embellished 

garments in Estonia between the 11-16
th

 centuries. Archaeologist Catherine Rammo notes 

that the golden-coloured bronze was frequently found on blue background fabric (most 

commonly seen in shawls however, not aprons), as a form of celebration, and that this 

“strong and durable material defended the wearer from evil, and stressed” the wearer’s 

“position and dignity”. They note that some garments would have weighed up to a 

kilogram because of the coils, and then heavy jewellery were added, which would have a 

‘stately’ appearance. (Source: http://blog.erm.ee/?p=5872 Translated with Google 

Translate.) 

Reconstructed costumes 

Well-respected Finnish jewellery designer Kalevala jewelry have used archaeological 

finds to produce reproduction elements for a number of the ancient finds. While they do 

not note the specifics of the finds themselves, their reconstructed costumes may add 

insight otherwise unavailable. In some case they were able to make moulds from original 

artefacts, and thus their reproductions are the closest a person can get to an original piece. 

 A reconstruction of the Eura dress includes equal quantities (1kg) of bronze spirals in 

0.45mm and 0.50mm (25 and 24 gauge respectively). Based on the description I 

believe this description to describe the gauge of the wire used, rather than the length 

of the tubes or diameter of finished tubes. 

 Their reconstruction of the Mikkeli Tuukkalan outfit includes bronze spirals in three 

sizes, in distinct quantities. The company used 52 18mm spirals, 69 12mm spirals, 

and 1350 2.5mm spirals. Based on the dimensions given, I believe that these 

measurements refer to length of the tubes, and not the width of the completed tubes. 

 A very similar costume they’ve created is similar, but called the ‘Mikkeli region’ 

costume. The spirals for this costume are 15mm, 4mm, and 3mm. I believe this refers 

to the length of the finished tubes as well.  

 Their ancient Karelian costume does not mention the spirals, despite them being 

visible on the reconstructed dress. 

 Likewise, the Perniön reconstruction does not mention spirals, though in this case the 

reconstructed costume does not appear to have spirals on it. 

 Reconstructed costumes have not yet been made for the Kaarina Church Hill or 

Masku outfits, thought the company offers reproduction jewellery from these 

costumes. 

 

In creating a coil-embellished apron from Kekomäki, Diane Hedström originally started 

with 0.71mm bronze wire (approximately 21 gauge) but after viewing the extant 

fragments in the Helsinki National Museum, realised that her wire was far wider than the 

original. In her next effort, she opted to re-make her work using 0.5mm bronze wire 

instead (approximately 24 gauge). Likewise, she chose to use a 1.8mm mandrel to create 

the coils. This mandrel created a tube with an approximately 3mm external diameter, 

while her original tubes were about 5mm in diameter. As she was creating a version of 

http://blog.erm.ee/?p=5872
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the embellishment where the securing threads is visible, she had to separate all of her 

tubes into short tubes (rather than stretching out a long tube into small still-attached 

fragments). While her original tubes were approximately 4mm long, her revised tubes 

were only about 3mm long. 

 

The so-called “Aino” dress was developed from archaeological sources, but in the early 

1900s through the popularity of the Finnish national epic take “Kalevala”, the 

interpretation and re-interpretation became increasingly ‘watered down’ through intense 

popularity and re-creators’ lack of willingness to create the time-consuming bronze 

spirals. Flat metal ornaments, needlework, and woven stripes all were added as 

substitutes on the apron for the labour-intensive spirals, and eventually the evolved 

costume no longer depicted an apron at all. Instead re-creators wore a dress with a belt 

with mounts in honour of the ‘Aino dress’; “a detail which is never found in Finnish 

women’s graves”. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) 

 

A woman’s dress based on the finds at Perniö was on display at the National Museum in 

Helsinki, and became the ‘standard’ for other reproductions and re-creations. Even when 

other grave finds were uncovered, it was still viewed as the best version, and elements 

that had no archaeological evidence were displayed and repeated. This means that many 

reconstructed costumes have repeated inaccurate detail. Pirkko-Liisa Lehtosalo-Hilander 

goes on to note that many of the commonly illustrated, re-created, and photographed 

versions of prehistoric Finnish costumes were created for multiple reasons. In some cases 

they were created to add illustrations to fictional tales, for the stage, other museum or 

cultural exhibits, or for fancy dress parties. Although there is a great deal of detail in 

many of these depictions, she points out that many of them are without archaeological 

basis, and seem at times to be at the whim of the creator, or by pulling inspiration from 

distant (in time or place) sources. (Source: Lehtosalo-Hilander) 


